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Info
MSRP: $39.99 
Ages 8 and up
Multiple Players

Info
MSRP: $24.99 
Ages 8 and up 
Multiple Players

Laser Chess™  

The Beam Directing Strategy Game
Laser Chess is a two-player strategy game that combines the spatial 
thinking skills of chess with the high-tech fun of laser beams. Players 
alternate turns moving their mirrored pieces around the board, and at the 
end of each turn, players fire a real laser. The beam bounces from mirror 
to mirror, and if the beam strikes a non-mirrored surface of any piece, it is 
immediately removed from play. If you illuminate your opponent’s king – 
YOU WIN!

Available Nationwide
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/laser-chess

Shadows in the Forest™  
Play-in-the-Dark Strategy Game
Shadows in the Forest is the strategy board game that you play in the 
dark! One player moves the LED lantern around the board in search 
of shadowlings, mysterious creatures who avoid the light. The lantern 
illuminates the forest and trees, casting real shadows on the board that 
become part of the game. The rest of the players work together, strategically 
moving their shadowlings around the board to stay out of the light. If all 
the shadowlings can unite behind one tree, they win! Shadows in the Forest 
offers a unique semi-cooperative play experience the whole family will enjoy.

Available Nationwide on 5-18-2018
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/shadows-in-the-forest 

Hacker™ 

Cybersecurity Logic Game

The logic game that proves coding can be cool! In Hacker, you are training 
to become a member of Oblivion, an elite white hat hacker team. You 
will learn to think like a hacker as you play through 40 three-part coding 
simulations. Your agents will race against time to collect data chips, avoid 
viruses, trigger alarms, and safely exit the program -- all on an innovative 
game grid that features 5 rotating platforms. Hacker incorporates complex 
programming concepts into a fun, captivating theme that can be played as 
a single player or collaborative game.

Available Nationwide on 6-15-2018
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/hacker

Info
MSRP: $24.99 
Ages 10 and up 
Single Player
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Color-Fold™ 

Folding Logic Puzzle

The concept is simple: Draw one of the 40 challenge cards and fold your 
colorful cloth until only the images shown on the card can be seen. But the 
simplicity ends there. The cloth can be folded along any line – vertically, 
horizontally, and even diagonally – creating a diabolical challenge for even 
the most skilled puzzlers. Color Fold is a bright, unique way to strengthen 
your visual perception and sequential reasoning skills.

Available Nationwide on 4-20-2018
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/color-fold 

Info
MSRP: $9.99 
Ages 8 and up 
Single Player

Cat Crimes™ 

Who’s to Blame Logic Game

A feline crime has been committed, and it’s your job to identify the culprit! 
Cat Crimes is a single-player deductive reasoning game with a lovable 
cast of characters – who may be up to no good! Each of the 40 challenge 
cards presents a crime and a series of clues to help solve it. There are 6 cat 
suspects to choose from, each with their own characteristics and identify-
ing traits, and a game board that features supporting evidence. Grab your 
magnifying glass and sharpen your wits, it will take all your detective skills 
to solve these diabolical Cat Crimes! 

Available Nationwide
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/cat-crimes

Info
MSRP: $12.99 
Ages 8 and up 
Single Player

Fold-It™ 

Innovative Folding Game

The race is on to determine the best chef in town in this clever fabric-folding 
game. Your goal is to prepare dishes the fastest, based on customer order 
cards. When an order card is revealed, players race to fold their individual 
recipe cloth so that it shows only the dishes displayed on the card. The last 
player to correctly fold their recipe cloth loses one of their star tokens, and if 
you lose all three of your stars, you’re out of the game! Fold-It offers a unique, 
innovative play experience that is simple to learn, but difficult to master. Plus, 
with two levels of difficulty, even the most seasoned chef will be put to the test!

Available Nationwide
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/fold-it

Info
MSRP: $17.99 
Ages 7 and up 
Multiple Players
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WordARound® 2 
300 New Words to Unravel!

ThinkFun’s most popular card game is back with WordARound 2. This 
second edition of WordARound can be played as a standalone game or 
combined with the original to create a mega-game the whole family will 
enjoy! Featuring 300 brand new words to unravel, WordARound 2 provides 
even more fast-paced fun for parties, vacations, and family game nights. 

Available Nationwide on 2-10-2018
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/wordaround-2

Tail Spin™ 
Mesmerizing Twirling Fun!

Create magic with a flick of your wrist! Tail Spin is a delightfully fun toy 
perfect for mindful fidgeting. Simply flick your wrist and be dazzled by 
the intertwining gears. The gears work in harmony to rotate in a hypnotic, 
spiraling motion. You’ll have to see it to believe it!

Available Nationwide on 3-29-2018
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/tail-spin

Info
MSRP: $12.99 
Ages 10 and up 
Multiple Players

Info
MSRP: $7.99 
Ages 8 and up 
Single Player

Info
MSRP: $9.99 
Ages 7 and up 
Single Player

Kaleidoscope Puzzle™  

Color Mixing Logic Game
Prepare to be dazzled! Experience the wonder of creating vivid color 
patterns with Kaleidoscope Puzzle. Start by selecting one of the 40 
challenge cards, each featuring a unique color pattern. Then, twist and stack 
your color tiles to match the pattern shown on the card. It’s tricky, because 
the transparent tiles feature primary colors only, and you will need to stack 
them in different combinations and positions to create the secondary 
colors. When you think you’ve discovered the correct pattern, hold your tiles 
up to the light to see if you’ve won! Kaleidoscope Puzzle is a fresh, colorful 
way to strengthen your visual perception and reasoning skills.

Available Nationwide on 3-24-2018
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/kaleidoscope-puzzle 
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